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Introduction
The general pick-up and delivery problem (GPDP) has received attention by many researchers in the last decade. This interest is due in part to its practical importance. The GPDP principle is to construct a set of routes in order to satisfy transportation requests. Each transportation request specifies the size of the load to be transported, the origin and the destination locations. Each load must be transported by one vehicle without any transhipment at other locations [1] .
Extensive studies of routing problems are special cases of the PDP. The vehicle routing problem (VRP) is a PDP in which either all origins or all destinations are located at the depot [2] . In this case, all goods are transported between the depot and nodes. The problem is denoted vehicle routing with pick-ups and delivery (VRPPD). However, the well-known dial a ride problem (DARP) can be considered a PDP in which the loads to be transported represent people, and all load sizes are equal to one [3] .
In this paper, we study a variant of PDP that is multi-vehicles, multi-Depots, pick-up and delivery problems with time windows (m-MDPDPTW) where paired pick-up and delivery locations are considered. Such that, the depot does not contain the goods. Even for a small problem size, this problem is NP-hard and difficult to solve its optimality, using exact methods [4] . This paper is focused on meta-heuristic techniques to solve multiple criteria problem optimally and is organized as follows: A brief literature review of the MDPDPTW is introduced in Section 2. In Section 3, we define our problem and we construct the mathematical model of m-MDPDPTW. The multi-objective problem, especially the Pareto method, is presented in Section 4. Section 5, proposes our genetic algorithm (GA) for solving a m-MDPDPTW problem to minimize the total travel distance, the total tardiness time and the number of vehicles. The resulting algorithm behavior is analyzed and tested to give the bestknown solutions in Section 6. Finally, a concluding part of this paper is presented.
Literature Review
In our survey of the literature, we focus primarily on the PDPTW problem. Finally, we present the multi-objective existing algorithms.
Pick-up and Delivery Problem with Time Windows (PDPTW)
For a review of the PDP and its variants, the reader is referred to [1] and [5] . Considering PDPTW problem there is an abundant body of research, and several heuristic and metaheuristic approaches that have been designed. Traditionally,
-157 -heuristics run faster than metaheuristic methods, whereas metaheuristic usually outperforms simple heuristics with respect to solution quality [6] . Authors in [7] , [8] [9] [10] presented various insertion-based heuristics to solve the PDPTW. Tabu search heuristics have been developed for PDPTW in [11] and [12] . Simulated annealing, genetic algorithm, adaptive large neighborhood search heuristic, and variable neighborhood search heuristic for solving the PDPTW are designed in [13] [14] [15] [16] . A genetic algorithm and tabu search method for a special simultaneous PDPTW are proposed in [17] .
Multi-Depots Problems
There are many evolutionary approaches for the MDVRP. Ombuki-Berman and Hanshar [18] used GA for MDVRP and introduced a mutation operator that targets the depot assignment to "borderline" customers, which are close to several depots. An algorithm named FLGA to solve VRP with multiple depots, customers and products is presented in [19] . The authors use the combination of GA search and fuzzy logic techniques to adjust the crossover and mutation rate. An interesting solution to the MDVRP using GA is found in [20] , the proposed technique is composed of three phases. Firstly, they consider a regrouping phase then, a routing phase using Clarke and Wright saving method, and finally a scheduled phase. A large classification of published papers with more than 70 references involving order-first, split second methods is proposed for the MDVRP in [21] . However, a solution to the VRP problem using heuristics methods is proposed by Nagy [22] to solve simultaneous VRPPD for single and multiple depots. Finally, Wang [23] designed a new genetic algorithm for MDVRPTW with multi-type vehicles limits.
Multi-criteria Optimization Problem
Many research works dealing with evolutionary algorithms have focused on multiobjective algorithms. Several algorithms structures and methods have been proposed in [24] . There are those named "aggregated methods", which bring the multi-objective problem into a single objective problem [25] . In addition, there is a class mainly based on a research process which deals with objectives separately. There are no aggregated and no Pareto strategy illustrated in the Vector Evaluated Genetic Algorithm (VEGA). Another way is explored in literature to increase both the quality and diversity of the solutions returned by the dominance Pareto concept. It aims to support research that satisfies all the possible objectives [26] [27] [28] . Zinflou proposed, in [29] , a new Pareto generic algorithm, called GISMOO, which hybridizes genetic algorithm and artificial immune systems. Several recent multi-objective algorithms were inspired either by Elitist Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II) or by Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm 2 (SPEA2). Those algorithms use an elitist selection strategy for replacement. This elitism helps in achieving better convergence: the best solutions (e.g. non Delivery Problems with Time Windows and Multi-Vehicles -158 -dominated solutions) are kept either in the population itself or in a separate archive. In NSGA-II algorithm, the best solutions kept participate in the reproduction process which guides the exploration of the search space towards interesting areas [30, 31] . But, Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm 2 (SPEA2) [32] , preserves elitism by using an archive of non-dominated solutions, which does not necessarily take part in reproduction. A new multi-objective adaptive GA with multiple Pareto fronts called "aGAME" using multi-Pareto-ranking was proposed by Rudolph and al. in [33] . In their algorithm, another adaptive mechanism is introduced in order to improve both performance and the selection probabilities of non-dominated individuals and the mutation rate varies during the evolutionary process. For detailed information about other multi-objective algorithms readers are encouraged to refer to [34] and [35] .
Problem Formulation

Problem Variants
The parameters of our problem are represented by the following variants: 
j x
Taking into account the above variables and parameters, the problem can be formulated in the next section.
Mathematical Model
The m-MDPDPTW considered in this study aims to minimize total travel distance, total tardiness time and number of vehicles used. The objective function is formulated as:
subject to:
 Each service node is visited only once by exactly one vehicle under the following constraints 1 ( )
 Each vehicle departs and returns at the same depot such as satisfies the following constraints ()
 Capacity constraints: Vehicle capacity constraints (6) and (7) impose that all the vehicles which leave and return to depot are unloaded.
For each vehicle of each depot, the load of vehicle k leaving node i to j is:
The equation (9) assures that at any time the load, on the vehicle k, must not exceed the vehicle capacity 0 ( and )
 Time constraints:
For each node i, we introduce a time window
ET LT denoting the time interval in which service at location i must take place. This time windows define:
The service of each customer must start within the applicable time window. If the vehicle arrives before this earliest time, it must wait. The waiting time is ( )
The departure time i D from the node i is:
The vehicle routes are formed such that:
 The departure and service times at every depot are defined as
 If departure time from node i is later than the latest time of time window we calculate a tardiness time (14) as follow:
 The precedence constraints:
The pick-up node 4 Multi-Objective Optimization
Multi-Objective Optimization Problem
The Multi-Objective optimization Problem (MOP) has been acknowledged as an advanced design technique in optimization. The reason is that most real world problems are multi-disciplinary and complex; since it is common to have more than one important objective in each problem. In mathematical terms, a multiobjective optimization problem can be formulated as:
f is the vector-valued objective function defined as:
x D and k where k is being the number of objectives, D is the feasible set of decision (solutions) vectors size n defined by some constraint functions and C is an area of criteria (objectives) size k. Many multi-objective evolutionary algorithms use the concept of Pareto dominance to rank solutions and to apply selection strategies based on non-domination ranks [36] . Delivery Problems with Time Windows and Multi-Vehicles -162 -
Pareto Dominance Method
Several recent multi-objective algorithms were inspired by non-dominated Pareto concept. The Pareto optimality concept is used to find solutions representing a possible compromise between the criteria [37] 
The solution 1
x is called Pareto optimal if there is no solution that dominates it. These solutions are noted non-dominated solutions. A subset of the Pareto optimal set is often called the Pareto front. Figure 1 shows an example where we seek to minimize two different functions. The points 1, 3 and 5 are not dominated. Whereas, point 2 is dominated by point 3, and point 4 is dominated by point 5. 
Chromosome Representation
The solutions (individuals) of the m-MDPDP problem are encoded by chromosome path representation. In our given chromosome, every individual includes a number of depots and a gene indicates the node number assigned to a pick-up and delivery point. The sequence of genes dictates the order in which these nodes are visited. The depot number indicates the beginning and the ending of each path. The index ''0'' is not used throughout all the work. In our multicriteria genetic algorithms, we simulate the process of evolution for several types of populations in different sizes. Figure 2 In our m-MDPDPTW problem multi-depots are considered and each load has to be transported by one of the vehicles, between paired pick-up and delivery nodes.
In the grouping phase, we have to determine depots through which nodes are served. And, to be sure that each pair (pick-up node i f and its associated delivery node i c ) belongs to the same depot, we chose to assign nodes per couple to the nearest depot. The process of grouping is done according to the following role: We calculate for every depot m the distance between each couple C i and depot d j according to the mathematical formulation detailed in [38] .
Knowing the number of vehicles and requests in each depot this critical couple will be assigned to the depot which has no nodes assigned. If all depots contain couples, we assign to the depot which has more vehicles. If the number of vehicles is the same, we associate these nodes to the depot having the minimum of demands. If all depots have the same number of requests, we select a random depot for assignment. At the end of this simple strategy of grouping, each pair of nodes are assigned to an initial depot and an initial group of potential solution candidates (chromosomes) is randomly generated, constructing the first population size N named P couple/depot . This population represents, for each depot, all couples visited by vehicles associated to these.
Furthermore, this population is used to create a new P couple/depot containing 2*N individuals. The first part of this population represents one copy of the N individuals of population P Best-couple , while the remaining 50 percentage of this population are created by applying GA operators on population P Best-couple .
It is difficult to determine the most effective crossover method in advance. It is advised to use two-point crossover in the case of a large population, the uniform crossover in the case of a smaller population, less cut points in the case of short chromosomes, and more cut points in the case of large chromosomes [39] .
In our case, we select two parent chromosomes from population of step 2 by using tournament selection. For recombination, we apply uniform crossover with rate equal to 0.8 and for diversification, we apply swap mutation with a rate equal to 0.2. Figure 3 shows an individual example of the population P couple/depot indicating the couple of nodes which will be served by each depot. We consider then three depots (m=3) and 36 nodes (n=36) designed 1 to 36 that are 18 couples. The depot number indexes 37 to 39 indicate the beginning and the end of each path. 
Population P vehicle/depot
The second population (P vehicle/depot ) indicates the number of couples visited by each vehicle available in each depot. The number of vehicles available is known in advance. Considering the same example below with seven vehicles (K=7) distributed as follows: V 1 = 3, V 2 = 2 and V 3 = 2, we can distinguish two types of individuals P vehicle/depot .
First type:
All vehicles belonging to the depot i are used. Figure 4 shows an individual example of P vehicle/depot (type 1).
Second type:
We can minimize the number of vehicles available in the depot i and not use the totality. Figure 5 shows an individual example of P vehicle/depot (type 2). In the depot1, we have three vehicles available, the first vehicle k 1 visits 5 couples, the second visits 2 couples and the last one is not used. Contrary, in the third depot, all vehicles available are used to serve all couples assigned to it. 
Population P node/vehicle/depot : Routing Phase
This population named P node/vehicle/depot represents, for each depot, the order in which all nodes are visited. To construct this population type we should follow two steps: Firstly, using P couple/depot and P vehicle/depot size N, we create k1 k2 k3 Figure 6 . Considering individual examples of the populations P couple/depot decoded with P vehicle/depot given by Figure 3 and Figure 5 . 
Heuristics for Corrections Procedures
Heuristic Algorithm for Precedence Correction Procedure
This procedure ensures that each delivery node on the same route and the same depot is not visited before its supplier. We must seek gene by gene in each individual if there is a delivery customer for which the supplier has not visited before him. We are looking at the suppliers in the following chromosome and we insert in the position before his delivery points.
Precedence correction procedure applied to individual examples in Figure 6 gives the chromosomes presented in Figure 7 . In the first depot, suppliers indexed 6, 16 and 4 are visited after their customers. Their positions went before the nodes 5,15 and 3. In depot 2 node 19 went before 11 and for the third depot there is no correction. 
Heuristic for Capacity Correction Procedure
The capacity correction procedure ensures that the total load of the vehicle must be smaller than or equal to the maximum capacity of the vehicle. We take each individual of the population P node/vehicle/depot after precedence correction and calculate, at each node, the quantity transported by the vehicle in each route. If it is greater than the maximum of the vehicle, we seek for a supplier whose delivery node has not been served among the following nodes, and we insert it in the position which immediately follows. In Figure 8 , capacity correction is applied to individual examples in Figure 6 after precedence correction procedure of Figure 7 with Q = 80 and q i = 40 for all nodes i. 
Genetic Algorithm for m-MDPDPTW
The developed algorithm for multi-objective m-MDPDPTW problem optimizes the function 1 2 3 ( , , )
given by the equation (1) These fitness values are determinate for every individual of P node/vehicle/depot in order to obtain the Pareto population noted P Pareto . The challenge is to find compromise between a values of f 1 , f 2 , f 3 in order to solve the optimization problem. The Pareto dominance selection strategy is used in our MOP application to differentiate individuals that are clearly superior to others. This one affects ranks for every individual of P node/vehicle/depot . These ranks stratify the population into preference categories. Lower ranks are preferable, and the individuals within rank 1 are the best in the current population. The individuals in each rank set represent a solution which is in some sense incomparable with one another. It considers that an individual I 1 of P Pareto dominates another individual I 2 of a same population if: Step 6: Generate vehicle population (section 5.2.2) containing 2*N individuals and respecting constraint vehicle numbers.
Step 7: Let us apply routing phase to create P node/vehicle/depot (section 5.2.3). This population with size [2*N*m] specifies, for each depot, the number of routes (that are vehicles) and the order of delivery and pick-up within each route.
Step 8: Let us apply the precedence then the capacity correction procedure, given in section 5.3, to transform each individual into feasible solution.
Step 9: Let us calculate for every individual of P node/vehicle/depot fitness values (f 1 , f 2 and f 3 ) in order to obtain the Pareto population P Pareto .
Step 10: Assign one Pareto rank to every individual of P node/vehicle/depot according to this algorithm:
Algorithm of Pareto rank affection Pop size = Pop size -1 13. } 14. } 15. R = R +1 16. }
Step 11: Select the N individuals with the lower ranks. Then for each generation, the non-dominated solutions of the population are copied in the old population P Best-couple at step 4.
End 6 Simulation Results
There are no benchmark test problems available for m-MDPDPTW. Therefore, test problems use the sets instances of Li & Lim's [13] PDPTW benchmark problems namely P01. In these clustered classes there is found only one depot. We modify it for adapting our problem and add depot node to these instances. The algorithm is coded in C language using Microsoft Visual Studio2010 and run on personal computer Intel Core i7, CPU 2.50 GHz and 6.00 GB memory (RAM) under the operating system Windows 8 Professional. The details of parameters characterizing our problem can be seen in Table 1 and Table 2 . The Euclidean distance between the couples and every depot is computed based on the minimum distance. The instances LC01 are grouped. The number of nodes assigned in each depot after applying the depot-grouping phase (Step 2) is determined in the following table. After all corrections (precedence and capacity), the couples in each depot are divided into different routes using P vehicle/depot (type2). It should be noted that our approach provides a set of non-dominated solutions representing a Pareto space from which the maker will make their decision. Best route for the given problem can be seen from Table 4 , while considering the population size N = 20. The results in Table 4 present the Pareto population P pareto (total travel distance (f 1 ), total tardiness time (f 2 ) and the number of vehicles used (f 3 )) in the first, second and third columns. In the fourth column we represent the best results found after 50 runs for a population size equal to twenty. The six best solutions represent the set of routes assigned to a fleet of vehicles which satisfies all customer demand without contravening any constraints and minimize total travel distance, total tardiness time and vehicle numbers. For all the depots, the routes pass through all location couples starting from the source location and ends at the same source after serving all custumers. It can be observed that the best solution minimizing the total travel distance is the second with a total distance of 1713.649 km using 9 vehicles. For depot 1 located at (40, 50), we have 3 sets of routes generated for 2 different vehicles. In the last solution the number of vehicles used is 11, i.e. three vehicles in the first depot, five in the second and three in the third.
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Conclusions
In this paper a m-MDPDPTW was presented as a multi-criteria optimization problem. A state of the art dedicated to evolutionary approaches previously developed was given. Afterward, a mathematical model of the above problem was constructed and an improved chromosome path representation was given to simulate the process of evolution for several types of populations in different sizes. A new Genetic Algorithm approach was proposed as a multiple objectives optimization tool. This algorithm was based on Pareto dominance optimization method using elitism strategy. A major advantage of this algorithm consists of the possibility to find swiftly a set of satisfied solutions when we have a complex case study with many variants and several objectives to minimize. The validity of this new algorithm is proved by simulation and the simulation results show that there is six best solutions representing sets of routes assigned to a fleet of vehicles which satisfies all customer demand without contravening any constraints and minimizes the total travel distance, the total tardiness time and the number of vehicles used. It can be observed that the best solution minimizing the total travel distance is the second with a total distance of 1713.649, the one that minimizes the number of vehicles used is the third with six vehicles and the minimum of total tardiness time is equal to 70816.223 was find in the last solution.
Future work will need to add a clustering algorithm for to choose the optimal locations of depot nodes, we will define a analytic hierarchy process approach (AHP) that aims to refine the decision-making process by examining the coherence and consistency of decision-maker preferences in order to select one route among optimal solutions discovered by applying our new multiple objectives algorithm and we will compare these results using other optimization methods like the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) which is a recent heuristic search method similar to the Genetic Algorithm in the sense that they are both population-based search approaches and that they both depend on information sharing among their population members to enhance their search processes using a combination of deterministic and probabilistic rules.
